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REQUIRED FINAL REPORT DOCUMENT
Due to your scholarship coordinator one month  

before the end of your scholarship period.

FINAL REPORT COVER PAGE

Your Name: 

Your Permanent Address: 

Your Permanent Phone and Fax Numbers: 

PHONE FAX

Your Permanent E-mail Address: 

Please answer the questions below in your Final Report. You should send copies of this cover page and your 
Final Report to your scholarship coordinator at !e Rotary Foundation and host and sponsor district gover-
nors and counselors. Write your report in your native language for your sponsor Rotarians and in your host 
country language for your host Rotarians and scholarship coordinator. 

Please keep in mind that your Final Report should be a substantial discussion of your scholarship, at 
least two pages long, and typed single-spaced.

1. Describe your academic achievements (e.g., honors and/or degrees received) and how this experience will 
further your pursuits (e.g., professional, academic, volunteer).

2. How has your experience changed your outlook on your host country and sponsor country? How have you 
contributed to !e Rotary Foundation’s vision to advance world understanding, goodwill, and peace?

3. Give specific examples of how you served as an ambassador of goodwill. How did you make a di"erence in 
someone else’s life? Was there a particular experience that changed your life?

4. How would you describe Rotary to friends, colleagues, and family? How would you describe the 
Ambassadorial Scholarship?

5. How have the materials or training that you received from the Foundation and your sponsor and host 
Rotarians prepared you for your success as an ambassador of goodwill? What specific suggestions do you 
have for improving the orientation process?

6. What advice or information would you provide to future scholars about living abroad as a Rotary 
Ambassadorial Scholar, cultural di"erences, representing Rotary, and your sponsor and host Rotary clubs?

7. How will you continue to stay involved in Rotary? Would you become a member of Rotary or Rotaract, 
recommend candidates for the scholarship, and participate in orientations?

Please also complete the Scholarship Evaluation Form and send a copy to your scholarship coordinator at the 
Foundation.

Nicole Thompson

5550 S. St. Mary's Dr.

New Berlin, WI 53151

414 418 2367

nicolethompson427@gmail.com
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Nicole Caroline Thompson 
Rotary Ambassadorial Scholar, 2012-2013 
Sponsored by: District 6270, Milwaukee Rotary Club, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA 
Hosted by: District 4835, Rotary Club Valle de Lerma, Salta Capital, Salta, Argentina 
 

Argentina 
Known as a land of steaks, wine, Messi, the 
Pope, dulce de leche and tango, my 

experience in Salta during the last ten months 
has been both totally in line with the 

stereotypes, but at the same time, totally 
different. The amazing landscapes, warm 

people, and unique culture have definitely 

impacted my outlook on Argentina. Also, 
because I have been living in the Northwest, 

my experience of what defines Argentina is certainly different from someone who has lived in 
Buenos Aires. Any salteño will be quick to tell you that porteños are definitely not representative 

of all of Argentina, and salteños are proud of their folklore, chacarera, gato, zamba, landscapes, 
Catholicism, locro, empanadas, tamales, humitas, and traditionalism. Not a day goes by when 

someone asks my opinion about Argentina, and my response is always “I love it.”  
 Living abroad for this long has helped me 

to reflect on my own country and appreciate some of 
the things the USA offers. I love how fast it is to do 

anything, how you can buy anything you want from 

anywhere in the world, how clean the cities are, and 
that you can eat absolutely any food from anywhere. 

It is a very globalized nation. But, at the same time, 
being here has also helped me to think deeply about 

some of the huge problems in my sponsor country: 
the cost of higher education, the lack of programs from the government to aid those living in 

poverty, insanely expensive healthcare, horrible public transportation, and a constant pressure 
to be the best at everything. I think that my ability to look critically at my own nation is only a 

result of this incredible experience thanks to Rotary.  
 I have also been able to break down a lot of stereotypes about the US that 

“Llama crossing” 

Learning to dance the “gato” and 
“chacarera” 
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Argentinians have. I was teaching a sixth grade class the other day and was asked: “Do people 

in the USA believe in God? What is Thanksgiving? Do you celebrate Halloween? Do you eat a 
huge breakfast every day? Is everyone blonde?” Those questions may seem silly, but in my role 

as an Ambassadorial Scholar I have seen that there are so many silly US stereotypes, some of 
them true, and some of them false! I have also answered many, many questions about US 

politics - involvement in Syria, what I think about Obama, why the government shut down for two 
weeks, September 11th and involvement in the Middle East, etc. Just by having an informed 

opinion about current affairs in the States and being able to coherently explain these topics have 
helped me to advance world understanding, as simple as it may seem.  
 

Academic Achievements 
 I have been studying a Maestría en Ciencias del Lenguaje degree at La Universidad 

Nacional de Salta. I have spent a total of about 100 hours in class since getting to Argentina -- 
the program requires very, very little time commitment and to be honest, I have been 

extraordinarily disappointed by my university and graduate program We were supposed to be 
done with classes in July, but because no one in 

my program (except for me) had finished paying 
off the program, they delayed the last course and 

we are still not done with the coursework. I had 
planned on doing thesis research the entire 

second half of my scholarship period, after 
finishing the Thesis Seminar course. But because 

the course was moved to October and November, 

it is now impossible for me to fit in the kind of 
extensive fieldwork my thesis topic will require. 

Because of this, I am trying to determine how to 
stay in Argentina or return in the future, something that was never in my initial plans.  

 The academic rigor of my program leaves much to be desired. I have been putting very 
little effort into my courses and my average is 9.00/10.00 (very good). My classmates do not 

take the program very seriously, do not finish their coursework on time, come very late to class 
or do not come at all, and to be honest, I have been shocked that the program is even 

accredited. I hate to admit this, but I am trying to be truthful about my experience here. The title 

of “Master’s Degree” usually implies difficulty, rigor, and effort but none of those three words 

The “Toma del Rectorado” or Occupation of the 
Rector’s Office at UNSa, Oct/Nov 2013. The 
university is now described as “Sinking like the 
Titanic” by local news affiliates.  
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could apply to my program here. I have actually spent more time and effort studying Portuguese 

on the side than I have in my graduate courses.  
 I thought that my master’s program would make me a better Spanish teacher, but I have 

not learned anything at all that will make me a better teacher in the future. My own personal 
language skills have improved after a year of immersion here, but in terms of actual academic 

growth, I have not experienced basically anything of value. I have grown in many other ways 
outside of my university, and on the whole have indeed had a phenomenal experience.  

 

Ambassadorial Duties  
I have done my absolute best to be a part of 

Rotary here in Argentina and have done 

everything in my power to always remember that I 
am serving as an ambassador of goodwill. Some 

of the best memories I have are working with 
young people in Argentina. In addition to working 

closely with salteños, I had the opportunity to 
travel to many cities in Argentina - Jujuy, San 

Pedro de Jujuy, Santiago del Estero, Tucumán, 
and Córdoba. The goal of each of my trips was to give Rotary presentations, and in all but one 

of those cities I got to visit schools or profesorados (teacher training institutes). My interactions 
with these young people were some of the most inspiring. After almost every presentation, at 

least one student would approach me and say 

how great it was to hear me speak and how I 
inspired them to pursue education abroad. One of 

the moments that most sticks out in my mind is a 
student pictured above, in Santiago del Estero. 

She came up to me after my presentation and 
said “Thank you, I think it is great that you are 

living in Argentina and I just love listening to you 
speak. I love hearing about the USA and your life 

here, too! So thank you!” It took just 30 seconds of her time but it really meant a lot to me!  
 To me, being an ambassador is just that -- forging 1:1 connections with people in other 

With students in Santiago del Estero 

With students in San Pedro de Jujuy 
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parts of the world, and mutually inspiring one another to pursue excellence. In Salta, I think I 

have especially made the difference in a lot of students’ lives because I have been teaching at a 
private school and a language institute. These students have learned a lot about the USA from 

interacting with me over the past ten months, and I have also learned a lot from them!  
 One of the particular experiences that has changed my life is my relationship with a 

woman in my Portuguese course, whom I will call Gabriela. Gabriela has never been to the 
USA, is a pharmacist originally from Tucumán, and is married with two children. Before we 

became friends, she definitely had the “American Dream” idea in her head -- that she could 
move to the USA with her family, get a job as a pharmacist and begin making a ton of money 

and get very rich and successful. Her kids would go to amazing schools, do extremely well with 
the English language, and her whole family would be happy. As we became closer, I started 

talking to her about the realities of the USA -- the “American Dream” is extremely hard to attain, 

she would have to re-train as a pharmacist in the states and become fluent in English, if she 
wanted her kids to continue attending private schools it would cost about $10,00 per year, etc. It 

sounds silly, but she had absolutely no idea that life would be really, really difficult before getting 
easy. I never would have anticipated having a conversation like this at the beginning of my time 

in Argentina, but to me, the best part of this scholarship has been forming friendships with 
Argentines and talking openly about things like this.  

 

Ambassadorial Scholarship 
Because Rotary does not have a big presence in Salta, I have had to answer, “¿Pero 

qué hace Rotary? ¿Qué es?” (What does Rotary do? What is it?) many times. My definition: 
 

Rotary /���� 
� ��/ [roh-tuh-ree] noun 
 

1. An socially-conscious international organization of volunteers dedicated to service and 
making lasting changes in the world.  

2. A network of clubs united by camaraderie and passion for social change. 
3. A foundation that provides life-changing scholarships and opportunities to live and learn 

abroad. 
4. Some of the nicest people you will ever meet. 

 
 

In simple terms, I would describe Rotary as an organization dedicated to doing good things in 
the world. Everyone I have met is genuinely good-hearted, concerned about others, and 

dedicated to living in accordance with the Four-Way Test. I honestly cannot say a single bad 
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thing about my experience with Rotary, and am so thankful to be representing such a wonderful 

organization.  
  Unfortunately, scholarships are not very common in District 4835 and while most 

Rotarians are familiar with Rotary Youth Exchange, Ambassadorial Scholars are not very well-
known in this part of the country! Therefore, I also get asked, “So, what exactly do you with this 

scholarship that you have?” all the time.  

Ambassadorial Scholar /�����	 ���� � ��/ /�	��� ��/ 
                                     [am-bas-uh-dawr-ee-uh-l   skol-er]        noun 
 

1. A representative of Rotary International dedicated to improving goodwill and 
understanding between nations. 

2. A student, studying in a foreign country for one academic year. 
3. A volunteer in their community, developing a service project and immersing him/herself 

abroad. 
4. A sponge, constantly soaking in their environment, adapting and learning new things. 

 
 

Although this is not directly in the definition of an 
Ambassadorial Scholar, making friends abroad is 

certainly one of the best parts of living in a foreign 

country for a year. To be honest, at first it was difficult for 
me and I did not have many Argentine friends. But as 

time as gone on, it has become easier and easier and 
now I have a great support network of friends here that I 

can count on day or night. I was also fortunate enough to 
be living in a city with two Fulbright scholars, one from New York and another from Seattle, and 

we became extremely close. There is nothing like having an American to complain with about 
how much you are craving peanut butter!  

 

Advice 
  It is hard for me to give advice because I know that the Ambassadorial Scholar program 
no longer exists, and the new grant programs are different from this one. But for anyone who 

has the opportunity to travel abroad and represent Rotary, I have the following eight tips:   
  First, do not expect a lot of support from Rotary International before you leave your home 

country. I was astonished at the lack of information and support from RI before leaving for 
Argentina. Luckily, the Rotarians from my district were well-informed and were able to help with 

With my friends Matías and Camila 
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most things. To be fair, my orientation in Kansas City was excellent. But I had a lot of issues 

gaining admission and RI was less than supportive during the entire process. On the whole, if 
you are a scholar you will be expected to do anything and everything on your own, including 

cutting through tons of red tape to gain admission and residency in your host country.  
  Second, bring gifts with you. Ask your sponsor district for pins and flags from your Rotary 

Club, and purchase keychains, magnets, pens, and other small gifts in bulk. These will come in 
handy the entire time you are representing Rotary. I brought about 10 flags, and 25-30 magnets 

and keychains. I have a few left over, but plan on giving them to my friends here at my 
“Despedida” (goodbye party).  

  Third, bring a variety of dress clothes. In 
South America, the meetings are highly informal 

(jeans and a polo shirt) but you are expected to 

dress nicely if you are giving a presentation. Take 
lots of pictures of things at home, like your house 

(especially in the snow!), your university, your 
workplace, your extended family, and favorite 

places in your town. Also, make sure you bring an 
adaptor plug if you have a Mac computer or an 

iPad, so that you can plug your computer or tablet 
into a projector for presentations.  

  Fourth, create a budget. Because you aren’t paid monthly, it is somewhat difficult to 
manage your scholarship amount unless you create a budget. When you see the first payment 

you will want to spend all of that money quickly, because you’ve probably never seen five digits 

in your bank account at once. But you need to manage that money well, especially if you are 
living in a country with unfathomable inflation (Argentina).   

  Fifth, if you are American, be open to criticism about the United States. You are 
representing one of the most well known, but also most controversial nations. You will be 

expected to defend US foreign policy, even if you literally have no say in how the United States 
acts in foreign matters. Read the news while you are abroad, because those in your host 

country are reading the news and will ask you questions.  
  Sixth, become fluent in the language! I started taking private language lessons here and 

although my Spanish was great when I arrived, I cannot stress how much these lessons have 

helped me! It is easy to watch English-language shows on Netflix, read the Huffington Post, talk 

Presentation at the District 4835 
Conferemce in Tucumán 
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to your friends at home on Facebook, and listen to Katy Perry. But you need to actively force 

yourself to use the language, and private lessons are a wonderful way to do that.  
  Seventh, do not become discouraged. There were days that I would get home from 

Migraciones (Immigration) or my university’s Postgraduate office, lie down on my bed and just 
stare at the ceiling. You will be forced to deal with some of the most insane bureaucratic 

processes and procedures while speaking a second language, and you will want to scream. But 
this is all part of the adventure, and as much as you hate it at the time, it is making you a 

stronger person.  
  Eighth, bring peanut butter and ranch dressing. Just kidding. Well, kind of. Having weird 

little things from home will make your time abroad much easier. My little sister gave me a 
Yankee Candle that smells like Apple Cider. At the time I said “Seriously? This is so heavy and I 

have no room in my suitcase.” But she was right; it’s awesome to be sitting in my apartment with 

a candle lit that smells like home. I have pictures of my friends and family all over my apartment 
and a great supply of comfort food to keep me happy here.  
 

Ambitions 
  This experience has truly changed my life, and I plan to stay fully involved with Rotary in 
the future. Upon my return to the United States, I am planning on getting involved with the 

Rotaract Club of Milwaukee and have already made contact with the Club President through e-
mail. I would love to be on screening committees for candidates, especially those interested in 

Spanish-speaking countries. I would also be more than happy to participate in orientations, so 
that I can share my experience with outbound scholars. I am absolutely devastated to hear that 

the Ambassadorial Scholar program is not continuing, but I hope that the grants in the future 

give young people an experience similar to this one.  
 

Appreciation  
  I feel like I have a full, extended Argentinean family that I see every Thursday night at 

the Rotary Club Valle de Lerma meeting. I can travel to any province in the Northwest and see 
Rotarians that I know and truly love dearly. I can also travel to Bolivia and Perú and know that 

there are Rotarians I can count on! I am so deeply thankful for the Rotarians that have made my 
experience what it is. I find it only appropriate to end my final report with a list of special THANK 

YOUs to those who have made my experience what it has been.  

• Rotary Club of Milwaukee and all of District 6270 for sponsoring me during this amazing 
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experience, especially David Buck and Richard Muirhead who have supported me all the 

way.  
• Everyone in RC Valle de Lerma: Martín, Héctor, Mario, Lina, Estela, Luciano, María Luz, 

Antonio, and Ana María. 
• District Governor Juan José Rodríguez, who calls me his “salteña.” 

• RC San Pedro de Jujuy y RC Perlas, for inviting to give my first speech outside of Salta 
and, making me feel at home, and getting me on the radio – especially Martín and 

Adriana.  
• All Rotary clubs in Tucumán, especially Juan Carlos, for inviting me and involving me in 

every part of the District 4835 Conference. 
• The amazing RC Autonomía in Santiago del Estero, especially Cristina, Ana, Silvia, 

María Inés, and Yuly, for getting me on the news and in the newspaper!  

• Rotaract Pueyrredón in Córdoba, especially Tincho, for giving me my first Rotaract 
experience. 

• Rotary Cochabamba Tunari, for welcoming me in Bolivia and talking with me about my 
experience in Argentina.  

• Rotary in Arequipa Ciudad Blanca, Perú, and to Father Alex for spending the day with 
me and teaching about education and social issues.  

• Rotary Club San Antonio in Lima, Perú, to Elena and Felix, for welcoming me into your 
home and inviting me along to visit an orphanage in town.  

This list is not complete, because in the coming weeks I will be visiting Rotary Clubs in 
Mendoza, Argentina, and Santiago, Valparaíso, and Viña del Mar, Chile. Being able to live in 

Argentina, represent Rotary and deeply live the Rotary experience has been an incredible 

opportunity that I will forever be thankful for. I could not have more respect for the clubs in South 
America, and these memories are something I will carry with me forever.  

   Thank you,     
                  Rotary! 



Rotary Foundation Scholarship Evaluation Form

Please complete this form at the conclusion of your scholarship period and return to your coordinator with 
your final report.

Name:  Nicole Thompson
E-mail Address:  nicolethompson427@gmail.com
Permanent Mailing Address: 
5550 S. St. Mary’s Dr. 
New Berlin, WI 53151 
Type of Scholarship (check one) Academic-Year    x     Multi-Year _______ Cultural _______
Scholarship year/start date 02/2013
Study Institution: Universidad Nacional de Salta

 1.  How did you first learn about the Rotary Scholarships program? (check one)
   (  )  (a) Directory
  (x)   (b) Friend
  (  )   (c) Past scholarship recipient (name): 
      

  (  )  (d)  Employer/colleague
 (  )  (e) Newspaper article
 (  )   (f) Advertisement
 (  )  (g) Foreign embassy/advising center
 (  )  (h) Academic department/university
 (  )  (i) Library
 (x)  (j) Rotary Web Site
 (  )  (K) Other (please specify):  
            
 2. Reason for applying :  The opportunity to study and live abroad for a year!

 3. Did you attend a predeparture orientation seminar organized by your sponsoring Rotarians?
 (x)  (a)  Yes
 (  )  (b)  No

If yes, indicate where:  Kansas City, Missouri, March 2012
How many scholars attended? Approximately 20-25

 4.  Did you attend an inbound scholars orientation seminar in your host district?
 (  )  (a)  Yes
 (x)  (b)  No

If yes, indicate where:    
How many scholars attended?   



 5. Please list the approximate number of times during your scholarship year that you visited . . .
(a) A Rotary club____12____or
(b) Another group____20____where you either gave an address or were identified as a Rotary Scholar.

 6. Please indicate for what types of expenses you used your Contingency Fund/Books and Supplies 
allocation, and the approximate amount spent in each category (Academic-Year and Cultural Scholars 
only): 
$200 USD (a) Textbooks
$60 USD (b) Supplies
$400 USD (c) Predeparture expenses (e.g., applications, visa, telephone/faxes, inoculations, etc.)
$50 USD (d) Rotary-related ambassadorial expenses (e.g., gifts, visual aids, transportation to meetings)
Remainder (e) Other (please specify) - Rent, tuition, food, transportation in-city, travel to and from host 

country

 7. When will you return to your sponsor district to fulfill your post-scholarship responsibilities? (check only 
one)

 (x)  (a)   immediately after or within 90 days after the completion of the scholarship period; 
 (  )  (b)   one year after the completion of the scholarship period (with Trustee approval); 
 (  )  (c)   more than one year after the completion of the scholarship period. Please explain:

 
 8. How do you intend to remain connected with Rotary after your scholarship term? (check all that apply)
 ( x)  (a)  giving presentations
 ( x)  (b)   participating in community service projects and fund-raising activities
 ( x )  (c)  attending Rotary club meetings and joining a Rotary club, if invited - ROTARACT
 (  )  (d)  joining a local alumni association
 ( x )  (e)  participating in orientation programs for future scholars
 ( x )  (f)  making financial contributions to The Rotary Foundation  IN THE FUTURE
  (  ) (g)  other (please explain)

   
For the remaining questions, please use the following scale. For each item, choose a rating value that best 
agrees with your opinion of the matter, and write that number in the space provided to the left of the item.

0   No opinion/Does not apply
1   Lowest possible rating
2   Low rating
3   Medium rating
4   High rating
5   Highest possible rating

Please Rate:



 9. The guidance and cooperation you received from:

(3) (a) your host Rotarian counselor

(4) (b) your sponsor Rotarian counselor

(4) (c) your host Rotary club

(5) (d) other Rotary clubs in your host country

(4) (e) your sponsor Rotary club and district

(2) (f) your scholarship coordinator(s) at The Rotary Foundation 

 10. The adequacy of the Foundation’s financial award:

(5) (a) for living costs

(5) (b) for tuition

(5) (c) for other needs (please specify)

   

11. The sufficiency of your ability in the language of your study institution and/or your host country, if 
different from your native language (does not apply to Cultural Ambassadorial scholars):

(4) (a) during the first month

(5) (b) during the last three months

12. (5) Your overall effectiveness as a Rotary ambassador of goodwill.

13. (4) Extent to which your experience as a Rotary Ambassadorial Scholar significantly changed your 
opinions on international affairs.

14. The suitability of the program of study or training at your educational institution:

(2) (a) compared to your prior expectations

(2) (b) in light of your overall educational objectives

(1) (c) compared to other educational  institutions you have attended

15. Your living arrangements: (check one)

 (  )  on campus     (x) off campus

 (  )  homestay       (  ) other (please explain)

 

(5) (a) conducive to studying

(1) (b) conducive to meeting other people

(5) (c) met your expectations

16. (5) Your opinion of The Rotary Foundation Ambassadorial Scholarships program.



COMMENTS (optional) on any of the above — please attach an additional page.

 I was shocked to talk with other scholars living in Buenos Aires, because all of them feel very 
dissatisfied with the Rotary clubs in Buenos Aires (whether they will directly report  that to Rotary, I don’t 
know). Nevertheless, I could NOT be happier with my experience in District  4835 and in Argentina as a 
whole. To be fair, the beginning of my time here was rough because I was never set  up with a host counselor 
until I was physically already living in Salta. Furthermore, my club is less than productive and doesn’t  really 
do much in the community. But the Rotarians truly became my support system here, I think of them as my 
Argentinian parents, and I go to my club meetings every single week without fail. 
 During my time in Argentina, I was able to visit  every province in my district (which is quite large, 
from Jujuy to Santa Fe and about 20+ hours of travel time from top to bottom). I presented at  the District 
Conference in Tucumán and was invited to clubs all over the region, where I was provided with 
accommodation in a Rotarian’s home, round-trip travel expenses, and dozens of presentations organized all by 
Rotarians. 
 I have never felt so welcome, and should especially mention the District Governor, Juan José 
Rodríguez. He constantly checked in on me through e-mail and Facebook message, asking how his “salteña” 
was doing! I could not possibly think higher of the Rotarians in this part of Argentina, and would strongly 
encourage Rotary to send more scholars and HS exchange students to Jujuy, Salta, Tucumán, Santiago del 
Estero, and Santa Fe in the future! There is a lot to be said about the educational quality in Buenos Aires, 
perhaps, but the lifestyle and experience in this part of the country is frankly unmatchable. 
 One major problem I have with Rotary in the United States is the lack of information about the new 
grants and scholarships available. I have had SO many friends across the Midwest (Milwaukee, Madison, 
Chicago, Des Moines, St. Louis, Indianapolis) try to contact  their local Rotary Club to learn about the 
scholarships and were met with either no response, or a Rotarian who had no idea. Is is absolutely vital that 
this is resolved promptly because this opportunity is incredible and it would be a pity to no longer see the 
scholarships and grants that Rotary has always offered.  


